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IMCOM seeks capability statements from small business for environmental work  

Industry Day Announced 
 
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.  --- Small businesses interested in serving as prime contractors for the 
Installation Management Command’s (IMCOM) proposed national environmental services contracts 
are invited to submit a capability statement and attend an Industry Day on January 30 and 31, 2008 
at the Hilton Garden Inn, 5015 Campbell Boulevard, Baltimore, MD.   
 
IMCOM is actively pursuing small business participation to address the national environmental 
support requirements, estimated at $570 million. The estimated program ceiling over 5 years for each 
enterprise area is:  Environmental Compliance - $230M, Cultural Resources - $45M, Natural 
Resources - $105M, and Management/Professional Services - $190M.     
 
Details for small businesses to follow were announced on FedBizOpps Dec.12, 2007 and can be 
found at http://www.fbo.gov/spg/USA/DABK/DABK07/W9124708XXXXXX/SynopsisR.html 
 
The Sources Sought Notice outlines the requirements for submitting the capability statement with a 
goal of demonstrating how each of the enterprise areas can be met. Capability statements are due no 
later than January 18, 2008. Responses from large businesses to this Sources Sought Notice are not 
required at this time.     
 
The Industry Day will offer an opportunity for small businesses to learn more about the Strategic 
Sourcing initiative and attend one-on-one sessions with government representatives. Large 
businesses are welcome to attend the Industry Day, though small businesses will be given priority 
attention. The forum will offer an opportunity for the contractor community to discuss the performance 
work statements and goals of the acquisition. To register to attend the Industry Day please download 
the form found on the U.S. Army Environmental Command Web site at 
http://aec.army.mil/usaec/business/index.html#industry 
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This information is provided by USAEC.  USAEC is the Army’s point organization for supporting the implementation of 
environmental programs that facilitate sustainable Army training and operations while protecting the environment.  We 
provide environmental program management and technical support products and services in support of Army training 
operations, acquisition and sound stewardship. 
 

“Sustaining the Environment for a Secure Future” 

For more information on the U.S. Army Environmental Command, visit http://aec.army.mil 
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